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KMG Global Crew
From topside and underwater DoP’s, operators and assistants, to drone pilots, rope specialists,
safety support, and fixers, the KMG Global Crew directory is a highly detailed and
unique system, providing production with specialist crew suggestions from around the world.
Some of the production companies KMG works with can be found here.

How it works
Crews signed up to KMG Global will have a private profile with information on their skills and
experience readily available for KMG only – this is not a publicly accessible directory. When a
production company approaches KMG requiring crew with a specific skill set / in a geographical
location that matches a crews profile, KMG will forward on their details to the production
company. KMG is involved no further, and the production then gets directly in touch with crew.
What information KMG Global requires
The KMG Global Crew platform operates on a custom designed app. Subscribed crew will have
a log in with detailed information on their qualifications, skills, experience, location, references,
etc. The key features of this system are the detailed skill criteria, and calendar where crews can
update the locations of their work bookings – this enables shoot shares to be explored for
productions looking to work in the same area around the same time.
How KMG Global will use the information
Where a production company is looking for a specific skill set within a certain location KMG will
search the directory for profiles that match the criteria. KMG will send the contact details of
matching crew and relevant information on skill sets, experience, etc, to the production. Every
time crew details are sent to a production, a notification is sent to the crew that reads only ‘Your
details have been forwarded to a production company’.
KMG Global Crew-Call Outs
Where production are looking for something more specific than detailed on Global Crew profiles,
KMG may send call-out emails to relevant crew looking for particular skills / experience. Where
crew reply, their details will be passed to the production.
Fees
Yearly subscription - £150
How to join KMG Global
To join KMG Global please complete the short form by clicking the link here
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